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Johnston Sweeper Company Introduces an All-Wheel Suspension Option on
its 3000 Mechanical Sweeper Model.

The all-wheel suspension option adds a new level of safety, comfort and additional
maneuverability to the Johnston 3000 three-wheel, Â�hydrostatic driveÂ� mechanical street
sweeper.

(PRWEB) December 18, 2004 -- Johnston introduces an all-wheel suspension option on the extremely versatile
3000 mechanical sweeper. Safety, comfort and maneuverability reach a new level with this added feature.
Operator fatigue is minimized, road handling is greatly enhanced and Â�shock impactÂ� to the vehicleÂ�s
electrical system is virtually eliminated. This option, in conjunction with JohnstonÂ�s new luxurious cab,
ensures the ultimate in comfort and safety for the most important part of your sweeping business Â� your
operator.

Features of the Johnston 3000:

- 5.6 cubic yard hopper
- Front and center mounted cab gives operator full panoramic field of vision
- Center mounted hopper for stability and even weight distribution
- Safety drive lock-out when hopper is in raised position
- Sweeper is completely powder painted before assembly
- Stainless steel hopper floor and front
- Hydraulic valves and solenoids located in a protected compartment
- Electrical components housed in weatherproof locker

Johnston background: Johnston Madvac Inc has a worldwide customer network of 200 stocking distributors in
over 70 countries. Johnston designs and manufactures vacuum, mechanical and re-generative air, street and
runway sweepers. Founded in 1904, the company is the recognized and respected leader in its field. Johnston
produces and provides the highest quality sweepers for airports, highways, major cities, towns & municipalities,
federal & state properties, industrial & commercial complexes, landfill sites, parks, schools & universities,
shopping centers & parking lots, streets and contractor applications.
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Contact Information
Andre Pollmueller
JOHNSTONMADVAC
http://www.johnstonsweeper.com
1-800-862-3822

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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